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Scope in a nutshell: 

• HTCondor team
• Fabric of Services to support OSG Consortium beyond IRIS-HEP

• Services instantiated via software
• Services provided by people => Research Facilitation

• Global Infrastructure Laboratory
• Ingest of ideas & software into PATh
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From Manish Parashar presentation to XSEDE SP last week.

PATh is strongly aligned 
With the CC* program

PATh is expected to provide glue 
to connect CC* awards.

Significant engagement role with campuses of all sizes.

PATh is also expected to coordinate with other 
“coordination services” … XSED++, XDMoD++, …. 



Reminder of IRIS-HEP Scope

• The things relevant to the LHC that US ATLAS 
and US CMS Ops programs can agree on.
- OSG software stack & support to US LHC T1, T2
- Operational Security
- Operations of Accounting et al.
- Networking Performance Measurements
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OSG-LHC
Frank Wuerthwein (UCSD/SDSC)

5.5 FTE across 12 people

IRIS-HEP Focus Areas 1

Mike Stanfield Huijun Zhu 

= 3FTE

= 1FTE
= 0.8FTE 

= 0.4FTE

5.2 FTE across ~12 people
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federation customizations will be contributed to HTCSS. For example, the OSGSS integrates OSG-specific 
accounting and authorization stacks. Using this suite, PATh will support resource providers in deploying 
services, from CC* awardees to clusters at national laboratories. The team will operate its services based 
on the OSGSS and serve as one of software distribution channels of HTCSS. 
Compute Management. The platform for delivering compute resources as effective capacity from existing 
raw capacity is based on the concept of resource provisioning and Annexes (Section 4.1.1). In the resource 
provisioning model, a researcher places jobs into a submit endpoint and each job describes the required 
execution environment. A resource provisioner determines and executes a strategy for acquiring resources 
into a pool of resources to be utilized by the workload. The services making up the OSCF include: 
Ɣ Submission endpoints for providing researchers access to the shared compute power enabled by

FoCaS. Each consists of an HTCondor submit host, scale-out storage, and identity management
allowing login via SSH. Submission endpoints may be for the FoCaS-operated OSG Connect service
or hosted by or for an individual campus, science collaboration, or gateway. FoCaS will initially have
the responsibility for operating seven existing submission endpoints.

Ɣ Resource pools for aggregating resources on behalf of an organization, via an HTCondor central
manager. A submission endpoint claims resources from a pool on behalf of jobs. PATh will initially
operate four pools. The “Open Science Pool” [147] will continue with 35 attached submission
endpoints: seven operated by FoCaS and 28 by campuses and science gateways.

Ɣ Computing Entry points (CEs) for contributing resources via the scheduler on a campus cluster into
a resource pool, using the HTCondor-CE software (a special configuration of HTCSS). CEs can be
operated by a campus or by FoCaS, on FoCaS hardware or on campus hardware.

Ɣ Resource Provisioning and Annex components for provisioning resources – from hosted CEs, XD
machines, or cloud capacity – into the resource pools. The OSG Consortium hosts an instance of the
provisioning software (glideinWMS [148]) for all communities with access to CEs worldwide.

FoCaS will provide two types of pools: the singular Open Science Pool (operated by FoCaS) and 
organization-‘owned’ pools. The Consortium manages scheduling policy for the Open Science Pool, while 
other pools have policies dictated by their owners. Multiple resource types may be added to any pool, 
including dedicated resources, allocations, opportunistic resources from sites (such as CC* campuses), 
and cloud. Resources are integrated into a pool via FoCaS provisioning services or through researcher 
Annexes. Of the approximately 100 CEs distributed throughout the US, about 15% are operated by the 
OSG project while the remainder are operated by the owner using the OSGSS. The GlideinWMS instance 
integrates nearly 200 endpoints outside the US, originally in support of the CMS pool [Letter-E]. Other 
collaborations (e.g., LIGO, IceCube, XENON, DUNE) increasingly benefit from this international federation 
offered by these CEs [39,53,149,150]. 
Data & Software Management. To support the execution of dHTC workloads, FoCaS will grow the Open 
Science Data Federation (OSDF), a content delivery network for all Open Science. Current software 
components include a data endpoint (a source or sink for data) and data caches. FoCaS will offer software 
tools for policy-based data placement and user software distribution capabilities. A data endpoint makes 
research data within a storage service (e.g., a cluster filesystem at a submit point) available to dHTC jobs 
over the wide-area network (WAN). The OSG data endpoint is based on XRootD. Currently, seven data 
endpoints currently serve as endpoints. Data caches provide on-demand data movement to jobs. A data 
cache is located near (in network terms) compute resources and manages the usage of WAN bandwidth 
to mitigate latency impact. For workloads with high locality of reference, caches allow for data reuse and 
reduction of total WAN bandwidth and load on data origins. The OSDF presently includes 15 data caches 
at network POPs and compute endpoints, distributed across the US, Europe, and Asia, mostly managed 
through distributed or federated k8s. The data federation can be accessed via HTTP using the data staging 
support in HTCSS for user jobs, using the command-line, or as a read-only POSIX filesystem [151]. The 
Software Development team will sustain Data Federation integration from its externally sourced 
components, and integration into HTCSS supported tools, enabling developers to work side-by-side with 
operators toward improving the management and scheduling of data transfers and job execution in HTCSS 
(Section 4.1.1). Larger collaborations have demonstrated the need for policy-based data placement to 
manage placement between passive archives, active storage, and across endpoints to make more data 
available or to replicate to protect against loss. To orchestrate transfers, PATh will operate a Rucio [152] 
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federation customizations will be contributed to HTCSS. For example, the OSGSS integrates OSG-specific 
accounting and authorization stacks. Using this suite, PATh will support resource providers in deploying 
services, from CC* awardees to clusters at national laboratories. The team will operate its services based 
on the OSGSS and serve as one of software distribution channels of HTCSS. 
Compute Management. The platform for delivering compute resources as effective capacity from existing 
raw capacity is based on the concept of resource provisioning and Annexes (Section 4.1.1). In the resource 
provisioning model, a researcher places jobs into a submit endpoint and each job describes the required 
execution environment. A resource provisioner determines and executes a strategy for acquiring resources 
into a pool of resources to be utilized by the workload. The services making up the OSCF include: 
Ɣ Submission endpoints for providing researchers access to the shared compute power enabled by

FoCaS. Each consists of an HTCondor submit host, scale-out storage, and identity management
allowing login via SSH. Submission endpoints may be for the FoCaS-operated OSG Connect service
or hosted by or for an individual campus, science collaboration, or gateway. FoCaS will initially have
the responsibility for operating seven existing submission endpoints.

Ɣ Resource pools for aggregating resources on behalf of an organization, via an HTCondor central
manager. A submission endpoint claims resources from a pool on behalf of jobs. PATh will initially
operate four pools. The “Open Science Pool” [147] will continue with 35 attached submission
endpoints: seven operated by FoCaS and 28 by campuses and science gateways.

Ɣ Computing Entry points (CEs) for contributing resources via the scheduler on a campus cluster into
a resource pool, using the HTCondor-CE software (a special configuration of HTCSS). CEs can be
operated by a campus or by FoCaS, on FoCaS hardware or on campus hardware.

Ɣ Resource Provisioning and Annex components for provisioning resources – from hosted CEs, XD
machines, or cloud capacity – into the resource pools. The OSG Consortium hosts an instance of the
provisioning software (glideinWMS [148]) for all communities with access to CEs worldwide.

FoCaS will provide two types of pools: the singular Open Science Pool (operated by FoCaS) and 
organization-‘owned’ pools. The Consortium manages scheduling policy for the Open Science Pool, while 
other pools have policies dictated by their owners. Multiple resource types may be added to any pool, 
including dedicated resources, allocations, opportunistic resources from sites (such as CC* campuses), 
and cloud. Resources are integrated into a pool via FoCaS provisioning services or through researcher 
Annexes. Of the approximately 100 CEs distributed throughout the US, about 15% are operated by the 
OSG project while the remainder are operated by the owner using the OSGSS. The GlideinWMS instance 
integrates nearly 200 endpoints outside the US, originally in support of the CMS pool [Letter-E]. Other 
collaborations (e.g., LIGO, IceCube, XENON, DUNE) increasingly benefit from this international federation 
offered by these CEs [39,53,149,150]. 
Data & Software Management. To support the execution of dHTC workloads, FoCaS will grow the Open 
Science Data Federation (OSDF), a content delivery network for all Open Science. Current software 
components include a data endpoint (a source or sink for data) and data caches. FoCaS will offer software 
tools for policy-based data placement and user software distribution capabilities. A data endpoint makes 
research data within a storage service (e.g., a cluster filesystem at a submit point) available to dHTC jobs 
over the wide-area network (WAN). The OSG data endpoint is based on XRootD. Currently, seven data 
endpoints currently serve as endpoints. Data caches provide on-demand data movement to jobs. A data 
cache is located near (in network terms) compute resources and manages the usage of WAN bandwidth 
to mitigate latency impact. For workloads with high locality of reference, caches allow for data reuse and 
reduction of total WAN bandwidth and load on data origins. The OSDF presently includes 15 data caches 
at network POPs and compute endpoints, distributed across the US, Europe, and Asia, mostly managed 
through distributed or federated k8s. The data federation can be accessed via HTTP using the data staging 
support in HTCSS for user jobs, using the command-line, or as a read-only POSIX filesystem [151]. The 
Software Development team will sustain Data Federation integration from its externally sourced 
components, and integration into HTCSS supported tools, enabling developers to work side-by-side with 
operators toward improving the management and scheduling of data transfers and job execution in HTCSS 
(Section 4.1.1). Larger collaborations have demonstrated the need for policy-based data placement to 
manage placement between passive archives, active storage, and across endpoints to make more data 
available or to replicate to protect against loss. To orchestrate transfers, PATh will operate a Rucio [152] 
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instance, allowing an organization to maintain a catalog of its files, organize files into datasets, establish 
placement policies, and orchestrate transfers with an external service. 
FoCaS also includes a researcher software distribution service, allowing organizations to publish 
software or containers and, within minutes, have them propagated across the compute federation. There 
are 19 different community-maintained software areas and 261 containers available. For OSG Connect, 
PATh will maintain curated software modules for its researcher community, using the same ‘module’ 
mechanism common to HPC systems. There are currently 375 modules available, and researchers can 
request new software when other portability approaches (containers, static binaries) are not suitable. 
Infrastructure. FoCaS requires a modest hardware infrastructure. While some services can be outsourced, 
others must be run on local hardware (e.g., storage in support of OSG Connect). The infrastructure also 
serves as a ‘living laboratory’ for HTCSS, allowing early validation of the solutions in a friendly environment 
and providing early feedback to quality assurance and innovation activities. For example, we will perform 
automated and targeted validation, as well as beta-testing of HTCSS release candidates on FoCaS 
infrastructure. FoCaS infrastructure also serves as a “next step” for GIL’s R&D ideas, ensuring the 
Production Services remain innovative (challenge C.4). Finally, having an infrastructure team paired with 
development enables early feedback from an administrator-usability viewpoint. 
The University of Chicago (UChicago) and UW–Madison will acquire hardware to provide a service 
orchestration layer for services such as CEs and submit hosts. At each site, the infrastructure will consist 
of a Ceph-based object store [153] and a k8s system [120], federated initially via the SLATE platform. 
Having similar configurations and using containers will allow service instances to be balanced between the 
institutions, improving reliability. Kubernetes will manage container resources and lifetime, and allow us to 
share operations across sites (scaling to cloud as needed). Both k8s and Ceph include features for building 
a scalable infrastructure: no single point of failure, self-healing, and horizontal scalability. We will size the 
storage to allow the UW–Madison and UChicago endpoints to host 1PB and 2PB of data, respectively. The 
larger storage space in UChicago reflects their historic role in supporting OSG Connect, including a large 
existing researcher base. 
Security. Operational cybersecurity is a necessary consideration for any computing project. For PATh, 
dedicated effort is critical because PATh is both an HTC software provider (needing protection against 
“supply side” attacks), and it provides a set of services across institutions. Accordingly, PATh will integrate 
efforts from Trusted CI, the NSF Cybersecurity Center of Excellence [154] at Indiana University. This effort 
will provide for the PATh Information Security Officer (ISO) who will be responsible for administering the 
project’s Cybersecurity Program, leading incident response and reporting on PATh’s security posture to the 
management team. The ISO will provide effort to the OSG Security team to ensure coordination across all 
services, internal to and external from PATh. 
Monitoring & Measurement. For tracking consumed resources (e.g, CPU and GPU hours), PATh will 
collaborate with IRIS-HEP on the Grid Resource ACCounting (GRACC [155]) service. Today, usage 
records from resource providers are sent onto a message bus, consumed for archival, inserted into an 
ElasticSearch database, and displayed on webpages. PATh includes effort to extend and evolve GRACC 
to track additional consumable types (e.g., network and storage), improve the data quality, provide external 
APIs, and customize views for PATh project management (Section 5) and various stakeholders. Currently, 
integration with the HTCondor-CE is relatively custom for the OSG federation. PATh will make HTCSS data 
collection interfaces more generic and easier to integrate with external software like GRACC. The collection 
of resource targets and supported integration options for PATh leads to requirements substantially more 
complex than prior work. 
4.3.2 Facilitation Services 
The RCF model pioneered by the CHTC is based on proactive engagement and dedicated staffing devoted 
to accelerating CI-enabled research transformations [10]. This model is based on a shared campus culture 
and on-site engagement opportunities for faculty and students to foster relationship-building with and 
between researchers to catalyze technology transfer. Developed in the context of an R1 campus with 
significant local dHTC expertise, innovation and adaptation will be required for the model to address the 
scale, geographic distribution, and diversity of the community served by FoCaS. To achieve its goals, PATh 
will have to translate Facilitation methods to scale across distributed users from a diversity of environments, 

Supporting the OSG Data Federation … and then some …
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utilize virtual communication channels, and streamline channels for leveraging dHTC expertise. 
In our experience, the applicability of dHTC approaches and resources is not widely recognized by 
organizations, although awareness and use are increasing [9,10,16]. At UW–Madison, RCF-refined 
principles contribute to a thriving local dHTC culture. This was accomplished through proactive 
engagement, personalized guidance, technology agnosticism, ‘teach-to-fish’ methods for empowering 
researchers to realize computational impacts for themselves, prioritization of research outcomes (“research 
performance over computing performance”), and advocating for user-centric improvements to the 
technology [10,156]. These principles are useful to facilitate the application of dHTC to achieve 
computation-driven transformations for “long-tail” science in an evolving ecosystem of technologies [10] 
(challenge C.5). 
In PATh, we will develop and evaluate ways to achieve more of the ‘local’ Facilitation benefits through 
virtual methods. PATh’s Facilitators will prioritize the translation of dHTC capabilities and Facilitation models 
for campuses with emerging research computing services, such as campuses with CC* awards. OSG 
Connect provides a useful model for scaling out dHTC Facilitation capacity, due in part to the ability of 
campus staff to easily join in the Facilitation of researchers from their campus. PATh will use this approach 
in training planned within Community Empowerment (Section 4.4), with care to preserve aspects of the 
methodology that enable efficient achievement of science impact within the context of local workforce and 
resource constraints. Furthermore, HTCSS is used to build local, shared dHTC capabilities with limited 
resources, and this application will inform dHTC training for systems administrators. While research 
organizations operating their own FoCaS submission endpoints will also be responsible for facilitation of 
their own users, PATh Facilitation will support them as they build local dHTC capabilities. 
Facilitation Services will be coordinated by a team of RCFs (PATh Facilitators) at UChicago, the University 
of Nebraska–Lincoln, USC’s Information Sciences Institute, and UW–Madison. Facilitators will embody the 
principles via activities depicted in Figure 2, which will be adapted for Facilitation of campus organizations. 
Initial Consultations. Facilitation of FoCaS participants will begin with a discussion of specific objectives, 
how computing fits into the objectives, and a consideration of pre-existing computational capabilities. 
Collaboration between the Facilitator and user enables the formulation of a plan for resources to use and 
how to maximize impact. The key to impact for researchers is identifying the potential of a research problem 
to scale across independent compute jobs. Such scaling may require simple code or settings modifications 
(for portability and throughput optimization) or data partitioning. Changes are often identified in the 
discussion and user-implemented with ongoing guidance. If solutions require non-dHTC services, the 
Facilitator will liaise such a connection. Responsiveness goals for this initial service will be established and 
performance metrics collected (e.g., time to first reply to email-based requests, time to first meeting). In 
applying this Facilitation methodology for campus adoption of PATh products and services, Facilitators will 
consider the context of local science drivers, campus culture, and personnel expertise and effort levels. 
The plan for impact will include short- and long-term objectives for helping the campus to build desired 

Figure 2: PATh Facilitator Activities. Newly proposed activities are highlighted in red. 
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capabilities, including the consideration of PATh-developed Facilitation training opportunities, FoCaS 
production services (CEs or ‘local’ submission endpoints), HTCSS deployment, and connection to external 
sources of expertise and capacity (e.g., national communities, XD facilities, commercial clouds).
Ongoing Guidance. PATh will provide a variety of communication channels for ongoing Facilitation to 
accommodate timelines of anticipated progress and varying user preferences. Facilitators will work to 
establish a regular schedule of long-term follow-up consultations across all FoCaS participants (Section 
5.2). Regularly scheduled Virtual Office Hours will be established to enable on-demand discussion, 
troubleshooting, and bidirectional relationships with users. As with Initial Consultations, PATh will determine 
how strategies for researcher Facilitation apply to the ongoing development of dHTC and Facilitation 
capabilities at campuses, while ensuring ‘teach-to-fish’ impact. If applicable services require hand-off to 
teams in other areas (most likely for campus integration), PATh Facilitators will be appraised when these 
participants bring up new services and modes of participation indicating a need for further consultation. 
Documentation. Given the innovative nature of FoCaS services and the commitment to bidirectionality in 
Facilitation, we plan for a continuous cycle of improvement of open-source documentation that leverages 
both community input and effort across PATh areas. All materials will be promoted to the broad S&E 
community. Extending a practice within the OSG Consortium, the hosting of documentation source 
materials in GitHub [157] allows for community contributions and repurposing. Documentation will be 
executed under formatting and review standards [158,159]. As for user-facing documentation for OSG 
Connect, documentation for services relevant to campuses and other organizations will incorporate 
generalizable insights from one-to-one Facilitation and service operation. 
Researcher Advocacy. The Facilitation team will provide a continual bidirectional channel between 
potential adopters of PATh products and the software development and service deployment teams. This 
channel will be based on collaborative relationships with researchers and organizations, and quantitative 
indicators of usage and issues, and will serve the translational work of all PATh’s areas. Quantitative and 
qualitative understanding of needs, expectations, and experience will feed into the technology and 
methodology innovation activities and will guide enhancements in processes, procedures, and services. 
Specialized Workflow Consulting: Collaboration Support. In-depth consulting on complex processing 
workflows will be offered to multi-campus collaborations and science gateways when they have a long-term 
need for automated data production or processing involving coordination between multiple campuses and 
implementation of the workload requires close integration with FoCaS. This activity will follow a standard 
pattern: consult to identify services, deploy and integrate the services into a federated platform, and jointly 
operate the platform. Collaborations will also receive ongoing facilitation and technical support at periodic 
check-ins, including mid-task operational assessments and post-mortem summaries. A single collaboration 
support activity may impact hundreds to thousands of researchers. This justifies the effort to perform 
infrastructure integration activities for a collaboration exceeding the effort that would be offered to a single 
group. However, long-term, the requesting collaboration is fully responsible for the workflow, as necessary 
for sustainable growth in the number of engaged collaborations. 
4.4 Community Empowerment 
Community Empowerment is a key element in PATh’s multi-pronged approach to expanding dHTC adoption 
and an integral element to translational research [59]. It complements Facilitation, delivered in a one-on-
one format, with activities for outreach, training, and inter-member technology transfer. Community 
Empowerment is not only for the experienced communities already supported by PATh products, but to 
also bring new participants into the dHTC ecosystem. To catalyze empowerment toward adoption and 
impact, we will use an integrated approach, including Outward Communication, Community Building, and 
Education and Training. Our approach will embody a set of common principles, with emphasis on reaching 
‘message multipliers’ among CI professionals, including campus staff supporting faculty and students. 
Like one-on-one Facilitation, Community Empowerment mechanisms are critical to translating real-world 
input back into the innovation of dHTC products and services. Collectively engaging communities of 
researchers and CI teams in development and evaluation of PATh products and services not only catalyzes 
innovations, but develops a willingness to serve as real-world evaluators, in balance with requirements for 
long-term stability and continuity. Community Empowerment will integrate, with all areas contributing, 
findings from Facilitation in PATh for broad uptake. Community Empowerment is largely a virtual area, with 
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Director of OSG, respectively. Bockelman joined OSG as a PhD student in 2007 and transitioned to 
Technology Area Lead in 2011. Michael began as CHTC’s first RCF in 2013, and now leads OSG’s 
Research Facilitation. Both OSG and CHTC have invested in developing team members from entry-level 
positions to leadership: In addition to Bockelman and Michael, the OSG Software Area Lead started as a 
junior programmer and the CHTC Infrastructure Team Lead started as an assistant systems administrator. 
Four of the PATh leadership team are members on the OSG Executive Team led by Würthwein, while three 
members serve on the leadership team of CHTC directed by Livny. This mesh of responsibilities guarantees 
close coordination and maximizes leverage between the two partner organizations. Würthwein will be 
responsible for liaison with the OSG Council while Livny will work with the UW–Madison campus leadership. 

Table 1: A snapshot of effort within PATh by area and activity once the project is fully ramped. 
5.1 Organization 
PATh is organized into five distinct areas, as shown in Figure 3, and the breakdown of effort per area is 
shown in Table 1. In addition to the Software Development, GIL, FoCaS, and Community Empowerment 
areas, the Project Office (led by Würthwein) will be responsible for project management and cross-cutting 
tasks, including PATh leadership, a project manager, broader impact coordination, and logistical support. 
The broader impact coordinator will oversee and coordinate project-wide activities, ensuring involvement 
across all PATh areas. The project office is responsible for assisting the area leads with programmatic 

Area Activity FTE Level Area Activity FTE Level 

PATh 
Software 
Devel. 

Core Development 6.45 FoCaS Service Operations 2.40 

Integration & Release 
Mgmt 

1.00 Infrastructure & HTCSS 
Beta Testing 

1.30 

User Experience 0.60 Operational Security 0.50 

Leadership 0.35 Research Facilitation 2.76 

Totals 8.40 Collaboration Support 1.00 

GIL Investigations 0.83 Metrics, Measurement & 
Asset Management 

0.66 

Leadership 0.10 Leadership 0.53

Totals 0.93 Totals 9.34 

Project 
Office 

Logistics & BI Coordination 0.25 Empower
ment 

Event Coordination 0.30 
Project Manager 0.52 Communications 0.25 

Leadership Team 0.41 Totals 0.55 

Totals 1.14 

Grand Total 20.36 

Figure 3: PATh Organization 
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